Infor Lawson Supply Chain Analytics

Gain visibility.
To stay competitive and meet customer needs, you
require greater visibility into your supply chain’s
detailed spend activities. You need effective sourcing
and procurement processes to ensure that your
organization has the products that your customers
need, when they need it. In order to grow, you also
need to identify potential savings opportunities,
conduct performance monitoring, and implement
role-based spend insight. But managing supply levels
and negotiating the best terms with vendors are difficult
tasks when data is spread across systems and
problematic to access. You need a solution that can
help quickly access key supply chain metrics and
performance indicators.

Industry focused.
Infor™ helps more than 70,000 customers across 164
countries succeed with industry-focused solutions
designed for how your business works. Infor helps
companies like yours increase efficiency and reduce
procurement costs.
Infor Lawson Supply Chain Analytics allows you to
access valuable supply chain information through
analytics—extracting and analyzing supply chain data to
help you evaluate processes and reveal opportunities
for enhancing efficiencies. With deep supply chain
content, Infor Lawson Supply Chain Analytics can help
you optimize business processes to improve supply
chain visibility, better manage trading relationships, and
support your organization with strategic
business information.

Identify opportunities.
Identify savings opportunities and monitor vendor
performance with Infor Lawson Supply Chain Analytics.
With easy access to historical data, you’ll be equipped
to make essential adjustments to processes to help
improve service and reduce supply costs.

Critical supply chain KPIs, measures,
and views related to spend, inventory,
and buyer/supplier performance help
you run a more efficient and
cost-effective supply chain operation.

You can capture supply chain and procurement data to
help measure activity, monitor trends, and evaluate
processes. With greater clarity around contracts,
inventory, and purchasing activity, you can more readily
identify issues that could affect your operations.
With Infor Lawson Supply Chain Analytics, your
organization can:
• Quickly and easily identify and resolve problems in
your procurement processes.
• Monitor purchasing performance and negotiate
better contract terms with your suppliers.
• Measure how much you are spending on each
category of items and determine who the top
suppliers are in each category.
• Reduce costs by identifying opportunities
to standardize.
• Measure the timeliness and accuracy of
supply deliveries.
• Reduce special orders and off-contract purchases.
• Measure buyer productivity.
• Track sustainable purchasing goals.
• Determine how quickly you are turning
over inventory.

You’ll have tools to:
• Extract supply chain data from your Infor Lawson and
non-Infor Lawson systems to obtain a single view of the
truth in an easy-tounderstand format.
• Improve the quality and value of your supply
chain data.
• Support a highly collaborative culture with
information sharing.

Improve the bottom line.
With Infor Lawson Supply Chain Analytics, you’ll quickly
see a complete picture of your supply chain, and gain
access to powerful analysis that can reveal opportunities
for improvement in essential supply chain
processes, including:
• Off-contract savings

• Improve compliance with vendor contracts, negotiate
better terms, and maintain consistent supply levels.

• Non-catalog purchasing

You’ll have access to key performance indicators (KPIs),
measures, and calculations for:

• Supply standardization

• Spend by category
• Contract compliance
• Supplier performance
• Purchasing department performance
• Non-catalog purchases
• Inventory trends

• Supply utilization trends

• Buyer productivity
• Order automation
• Top supplies
• Top vendors
• Supplier performance
• Perfect order index
• Sustainable purchasing
Critical supply chain KPIs, measures, and views related to
spend, inventory, and buyer/supplier performance help
you run a more efficient and cost-effective supply chain
operation. With Infor Lawson Supply Chain Analytics, you’ll
gain visibility into sourcing and procurement processes,
achieve cost savings, and improve your bottom line.
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About Infor.
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large and
mid-size companies improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.
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